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* DO YOU REALLY WANT TO QUIT SMOKING? THEN THIS BOOK IS FOR YOU!* WRITTEN
BY A FORMER 40-A-DAY TWENTY YEAR SMOKER - SOMEONE WHO LOVED SMOKING.* A
METHOD SPECIFICALLY TAILORED TO SMOKERS WITH LOW WILL POWER.* DESIGNED
FOR SMOKERS WHO HAVE TRIED MULTIPLE TIMES TO GIVE UP AND FAILED.* A
TECHNIQUE THAT ACTUALLY WORKS AND IS SUSTAINABLE, DEVISED FOR THE 'REAL
WORLD'.* CONTAINS ALL THE INFORMATION YOU REQUIRE TO SUCCEED IN YOUR
GOALS.* FREE YOURSELF FROM THE CHEMICAL ADICTION TO NICOTINE.* REMOVE
THE PSYCOLOGICAL CHAINS OF SMOKING.* DISCOVER A NEW, HEALTHIER AND
HAPPIER YOU.* ALL THE TOOLS YOU WILL NEED IN ONE PLACE, EXPLAINED IN PLAIN
ENGLISH.* A GENTLE KINDER WAY OF QUITTING WITH REALISTIC GOALS.David Miller
was a heavy smoker for twenty years who loved smoking but who desperately wanted to quit for
his health. He had tried multiple times to give up but for one reason or another had failed
repeatedly.Rather than give up 'giving up' David looked at the reasons he had previously
returned to smoking. He recognized that he was weak willed and susceptible to temptation and
devised a set of strategies to overcome these issues.The result was a technique that combined
lots of small parts, that was easily achievable and that allowed him to quit smoking for life. And it
worked! Many years later David leads a happy, healthy life as a nonsmoker.The success of
David's technique has now helped countless others kick the smoking habit and remain cigarette
free.Now, you too have the opportunity to put David's experience into practice. By purchasing
this book you can unlock the secrets of quitting cigarettes and become a new you!
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MILLERCHAPTER ONEMY LOVE AFFAIRLet’s get this out there from the start; I was
completely and utterly in love with smoking.A strange admission perhaps but this was me, the
old me at least, and the love affair that started as a teenager lasted faithfully and passionately for
the best part of two decades. Cigarettes defined me, they made me, me, a smoker.Smoking
went hand in hand with all the good times in my life and for nearly twenty years; mid-teens to mid-
thirties, every party, holiday, family get together, concert and fishing photo showed me with a
cigarette either in hand or dangling from my lips and a big smile on my face. From the outset I
would have classed myself as a heavy smoker. A twenty to forty a day smoker. I smoked a lot
because I enjoyed it, it made me happy and content.Unlike many of you I did not come from a
family of smokers. My parents did not smoke and neither did any of my relatives, a rarity in those
days. At the time I started few of my friends smoked so there was no real peer pressure or need
to ‘fit in’. In fact, as a teenager I was involved in athletics, hockey and rugby to county level and
trained most days for one discipline or another. I regarded myself as fitter than average and
recall that until my later teens I was a fervent anti-smoker.I cannot say what changed but looking
back it was a combination of quitting sports, discovering alcohol and remodelling myself from an
awkward spotty teenager to a new ‘cool dude’ adult. Perhaps you too can relate to this?
Certainly my friends started to take up smoking at around the same time and this new habit was
embroiled with the whole reinvention of ourselves. We drank in pubs, we dated girls, we listened
to the same music and of course - we smoked.Cigarettes became a part of my life and I could
not go anywhere or do anything without a sufficient supply of cigarettes on my person. By
sufficient I mean a fresh packet when heading out for the night with a reserve packet in case the
night was a long one. Bear in mind that we are talking early 1980’s here where you could smoke
in the clubs, bars and restaurants so there was ample opportunity to get through a serious
number of cigarettes over the course of an evening, and we did.On the off chance that we ran
out of smokes while out and about we could always rely on the overpriced cigarette machines
that were a permanent fixture wherever people gathered. Not only were cigarettes readily
available everywhere but there was absolutely no stigma attached to the act of smoking. Even
though the non-smokers amongst us muttered their disquiet they did nothing more in the face of
the overwhelming prevalence of the smoker on a night out on the town.Back then public
transport catered admirably for the smoker. Strange to recall now but the upper deck of double-
decker busses was the domain of the smoker. On the back of every seat was a cigarette stubber.
Butts were stubbed out on this angled metal plate then dropped on the floor along with the ash
flicked there while smoking.This was not thought of as unusual and I guess at the end of the
journey someone would have to sweep the butts and ash from the floor although I did not give



this any consideration at the time. Children then as now make a bee line for the upper deck of
the bus and although I paid no heed to it at the time they must have been subjected to more than
their fair share of secondary smoke on those journeys.Cigarettes adapted to the changes in my
life; from student to worker; unemployed to employed. My preferences moving through every
brand available (I wasn’t fussy) from the mundane corner-shop standards of Marlborough and
B&H, to rasping, cough-inducing, loose-wrapped, filter-less Camel imports from Turkey.When
the occasion demanded flirtations with menthol ‘Dot Cotton’ Consulates added a minty
alternative. Sophisticated nights out demanded the reassuringly expensive Dunhill with its red
and gold box or the mysterious Russian Sobranie with its black paper and gold filter. When times
were harder Red Band and Raffles stepped up to the plate and roll-ups ensured I was never
without a smoke.After leaving college my first job was as a trade sales assistant in a builders
merchant store. My daily duty was to serve builders and DIY customers. I stood behind the trade
counter where customers would approach and discuss their particular requirements, then I went
with them to either the timber shed, brick yard, paint shop, sheet material store or wherever
necessary to collect the items needed their order. Almost without exception the customers
smoked And so did we, the staff.The trade counter sported several industrial sized ashtrays,
usually overflowing with butts and ash, and it was an unwritten tradition that customers would
offer us a cigarettes to smoke while we were totting up their bill. As we escorted them around the
site collecting their various items we would smoke as we went, flicking ash and stubbing out
butts wherever took our fancy. Now, not only were we less concerned then about the harmful
effects to our health but in hindsight we were pretty casual about the possibility of razing our
workplace to the ground, this was after all a business bursting at the seams with stacks of dry
timber!For some time in the late eighties I had access to a plentiful and inexpensive supply of
American Lucky Strikes. My cigarette pusher was a shady character who worked for a company
charged with the refurbishment of life-rafts from US naval warships docked in Southampton. Part
of the survival kit on each life-raft was a crate of Lucky Strike cigarettes (and why not - who cares
about cancer and heart disease when you are marooned on the ocean) and my contact was to
replace any crates which were deemed to be past their ‘best by’ dates with fresh versions and to
dispose of the old ones. Fortunately, and I presume unbeknown to his employer, he chose to
fulfil his obligation by disposing of them in my direction at a very reasonable rate.
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